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Interactions and Potential Energies                            

in Nonplanar Cyclohexanes

• In chair conformation of cyclohexane, the C–C–C bond angle

(111.4°) is more than the regular tetrahedral angle (109° 28') and the

(C–C–C–C) torsion angle (54.9°) deviates from the optimum of 60°

because of the constraint in the ring. Total strain is minimized when

such a compromise is reached in the molecule. These deviations

from optimal values, however, introduce strain in the molecule.

• Consequently, some strain (angle + torsional) remains, and it is

therefore, reasonable that nonplanar cyclohexane is not an entirely

strain-free molecule. The structure (I) shows the conventional

drawing of the chair with the C3 axis vertical, and the six carbon

atoms distributed in two parallel horizontal planes, 1-3-5 in one and

2-4-6 in the other separated by a distance of 0.05 nm (~0.5 Ǻ).
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Interactions and Potential Energy                            

in Chair Cyclohexanes

• The Newman projection of chair form of cyclohexane (structure

Ia) indicates that any consecutive four carbon atoms form a butane-

gauche unit, and there are six such units 1-2-3-4, 2-3-4-5, 3-4-5-6,

4-5-6-1, 5-6-1-2, 6-1-2-3. In the structure 1a, two pairs of n-butane

units (2-3-4-5 and 2-1-6-5) are seen in Newman projection with

dihedral angle of 54.9° in each.

• The enthalpy of cyclohexane

chair may, therefore, be

computed as 6 x 0.9 kcal mol-1

(6 x 3.7 or 22.2 kJ mol-1) with

respect to a hypothetical

all-anti chair conformation.



Interactions and PE in the Flexible Cyclohexanes

• The boat consists of four butane-gauche (2-3-4-5, 3-4-5-6, 5-6-1-2,

and 6-1-2-3) and also two butane-eclipsed (1-2-3-4, and 4-5-6-1)

units. Structure IIa shows the two butane-eclipsed units in

Newman projection. In addition to this, the boat form also suffers

from a strong van der Waals repulsive interaction, commonly

known as bowsprit-flagpole interaction, arising out of two

perpendicular H’s at C-1 and C-4 abbreviated as bs and fp.

• These two H’s are pointed

towards each other and the

distance between them (183

pm) is much shorter than

twice the van der Waals

radius (1.20 Å) of hydrogen.



Interactions and PE in the Flexible Cyclohexanes
• The strain in the boat form of cyclohexane may be computed as (4 x 0.9

+ 2 x 4.4) kcal mol-1 = 12.4 kcal mol-1 (minimum) [4 x 3.7 + 2 x 18.0 =

50.8 kJ mol-1 (minimum)] or 4 x 0.9 + 2 x 6.1 = 15.8 kcal mol-1

(maximum) [4 x 3.7 + 2 x 26.0 = 66.8 kJ mol-1 (maximum)].

• If the bs and fp H’s of the boat form are pulled a little apart, the twist-boat

form (III) results in which the eclipsing of the adjacent H’s at C2 and C3

and at C5 and C6 of the former are somewhat alleviated. Consequently,

the bs-fp interaction is minimised and the conformation (III) becomes

more stable than that of the boat conformation (II).

• Therefore, the interaction energy in

twist-boat conformation is reduced by about

1.0-1.5 kcal mol-1 (4.2-6.3 kJ mol-1) than

that of classical boat as a result of this

desymmetrisation.



Enthalpy or Potential Energy difference



Population of Twist-boat Conformation 
• The enthalpy difference between twist–boat form and chair form of

cyclohexane is estimated to be 5.56 kcal mol-1 based on heat of

combustions and equilibrium determinations.

• So the standard free energy difference ΔGo = ΔHo - TΔSo (entropy

of twist-boat form is ~5 e.u. greater than that of chair form at

298 K) (in favour of chair form)

= (-5,560 + 298 x 5) cal mol-1 = -4070 cal mol-1

• Now from the expression ΔGo = -RTlnK = -4070 cal mol-1, one can

calculate the equilibrium constant, K = 966 which means that the

population of the twist-boat conformation is approximately one

molecule in a thousand (approximately 0.1%) at ambient

temperature which is quite insufficient for detection by physical

methods
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Entropy of Twist-boat Conformation 

• Although the boat and twist boat (flexible forms) are of high

energy, they have favourable entropy due to more degrees of

freedom. There are probably three factors contributing to the

sizeable positive ∆S‡ of the twist-boat conformation relative to that

of chair:

1. The transition state is much less symmetrical than the starting

cyclohexane, which has a symmetry number σ = 6 and hence an

entropy of symmetry of -R In 6.

2. The activated complex has a number of nearly equienergetic states

and therefore a sizeable entropy of mixing, including the entropy

that results because the half-chair is a racemic mixture and

contributes R ln 2 for the racemic mixture.

3. The half-chair has a number of low-lying vibrational modes that

contribute to its vibrational entropy



Cyclohexane Ring Inversion
• Although cyclohexane in its chair conformation is quite stable, one

chair form (IVa; Figure 4) undergoes at ambient temperature rapid

ring inversion or ring reversal to another equivalent chair form

(IVb; inverted chair) of same energy (degenerate interconversion)

as well as the same structural characteristics. Sachse recognized that

a cyclohexane ring could invert (snap over as) from one chair form

to another which Hassel later called it flip.

• These two forms (IVa and IVb) of cyclohexane are homomers and

hence, this type of homomeric transformations has been given the

general name topomerisation.



Cyclohexane Ring Inversion

• In general, topomerisation means a manipulation that converts a

molecule into another, which is superimposable with the original

one and involves exchange of positions of identical atoms or

groups. Topomerisation is the identity reaction (a chemical reaction

whose products are chemically identical with the reactants) leading

to exchange of the positions of identical ligands. The

indistinguishable molecular entities involved are called topomers.

• The conformational change involved in this homomeric

transformation is known as ring inversion, ring reversal, or flipping

of the ring and is accompanied with the interchange of 1-3-5 and

2-4-6 carbon planes leading to an inverted chair.
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Cyclohexane Ring Inversion

• Flipping or ring inversion or Hassel interconversion (Figure 4) of

cyclohexane is accompanied by the following changes:

1. Interchange of planes occur (distance between the two planes is

~0.5 Å).

2. The axial bonds are converted to equatorial bonds and vice-versa.

Therefore, the set of axial hydrogen atoms becomes equatorial and

the equatorial set becomes axial; that is, the two diastereotopic sets

exchange places

3. α-Bonds and β-bonds remain unaltered, i.e., no change in the

relative configuration ever occurs during the ring inversion, i.e.,

substituents which are α remain α and substituents which are β

remain β; also cis remains cis and trans remain trans; similarly, R

remains R and likewise for S.



Cyclohexane Ring Inversion

• During inversion of one chair into an inverted chair, axial

hydrogens become equatorial of the other and vice-versa. Since

the diastereomeric six equatorial hydrogens are exchanging with

six axial ones in this transformation or topomerisation, the ring

inversion of cyclohexane is a case of diastereotopomerisation.

• Two different paths have been considered for the conformational

change of cyclohexane chair form. One is known, as chiral path

(C2 pathway) involving twist-boat intermediate having C2 point

group and the other, known as Cs path (σ pathway), is achiral

path involving envelope and boat conformations.
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Cyclohexane Ring Inversion
• The multistep inversion of cyclohexane chair (Va) into the

equienergetic inverted chair (Vf) through sequentially the

transition state (TS1; Vb), twist-boat forms (TB; Vc), and the

transition state (TS2; Ve) [enantiomeric with (TS1)] is depicted in

Figure 5. The interconversion of the twist-boat forms takes place

through the intermediate formation of Sachse’s boat form (Vd).

• The chair conformation (Va) is twisted in the directions shown in

Figure 5 by the arrows to get the transition state (TS1; Vb). This

twisting involves extensive bond angle deformation which is

accompanied by increased torsional strain, and the energy of TS1

is computed as 10.7-11.5 kcal mol-1 (44.8-48.1 kJ mol-1) which

agrees fairly well with that (10.05-10.3 kcal mol-1; 42-43 kJ mol-1)

found experimentally. The transition state conformation (TS1)

has a C2 axis, but no σ plane and belongs to point group C2

(chiral).



Cyclohexane Ring Inversion

• Further change along the direction of the arrows leads to the

twist-boat conformation (Vc) which does not have any angle strain

but suffers from some residual torsional strain. The twist-boat (or

skew-boat) form is obtained from the classical boat form by slight

deformation to alleviate the bs↔fp interaction and is less stable

than the chair conformer by 4.7–6.2 kcal mol-1 mol-1 (19.7-26.0 kJ

mol-1) according to various indirect experiments.

• Lying in a high energy valley, twist-boat conformation corresponds

to an energy minimum (23 kJ mol-1 with respect to the chair) and is

actually a conformer (conformation corresponds to the potential

energy minima in the energy profile diagram). Three such

indistinguishable twist-boats are possible; they are interconverted

into one another by pseudorotation.
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Cyclohexane Ring Inversion

• The calculations also suggest that the classical boat form (Vd) is of

about 1.0-1.5 kcal mol-1 higher energy than that of the twist-boat

form. The boat form is apparently at the energy maximum in the

interconversion of the twist-boat (or skew-boat) conformers of

which two are mirror images.

• The twist-boat conformer (Vc) can either go back to the original

chair (Va) through TS1 or be converted into the inverted chair (Vf;

a topomer of the original) equally well through the enantiomeric

transition state (TS2). The energy profile diagram of ring inversion

of cyclohexane following the C2 pathway is shown in Figure 6.

This is so called as the C2 axis of the ground state chair form is

retained along this pathway.
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Cyclohexane Ring Inversion

• Arrows show the direction of suitable twisting involving extensive bond angle

deformation with increased torsional strain

• The enantiomers (TS1 and TS2) have a C2 axis (point group C2), but no σ plane

• TB1 may be reversibly converted to two other twist-boat forms, one identical and the

other enantiomeric, by pseudorotation without change of bond angles, but changing

only torsion angles.



Cyclohexane Ring Inversion
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Cyclohexane Ring Inversion

• An alternative pathway is also possible in which the chair (VIIa) is

twisted to an envelope-like transition state (VIIb) with five of the

carbon atoms in a plane and the sixth one either above or below it.

This pathway involving chair → envelope-like TS → intermediate

boat form → inverted envelop TS → inverted chair is also

possible.

• This transformation is called σ-pathway since both the equivalent

transition states and the intermediate boat form retain a symmetry

plane of the ground state chair form. The energy of these envelope-

like transition states is only slightly higher (ca. 47.3 kJ mol-1) than

the half-chair like transition state (TS1) (ca. 46.0 kJ mol-1)

involved in the C2 pathway. Envelope conformation (VIIb) has a σ

plane and so is achiral and leads directly to an energy minimum

conformation (VIIc) which is the classical boat.



Cyclohexane Ring Inversion

• The boat has a slightly higher energy (1.0-1.5 kcal mol-1; 4.2-6.3 kJ

mol-1) more than the twist-boat and exists in three interconvertible

homomeric forms. It is apparently the energy maximum in the

interconversion of two distinct twist conformers. The boat

intermediate in its turn can go back to the original chair or its

topomer-through two equivalent transition states VIIb and VIId

respectively-with equal facility.



Cyclohexane Ring Inversion



Cyclohexane Ring Inversion
• In principle, the two pathways (C2 and σ) are mutually exclusive,

i.e., the ring inversion takes place through a twist-boat or through a

true boat. However, once a twist-boat or a true boat is formed, they

undergo interconversion through pseudorotation before they are

converted back into the chair conformation. The entire range of

conformations between a true boat and a twist-boat are called

flexible forms and depending on the nature of substituents, one or

the other is stabilised. The boat form is of slightly higher energy

and is regarded as the transition state of the pseudorotation process.

• The transition state in C2 pathway is a half-chair (TS1/ TS2) while

that in σ pathway is an envelope form. Since the energy of the

half-chair is lower than the envelope form, the C2 pathway is

energetically preferred over σ pathway in the ring reversal of

cyclohexane.
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